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About FastFocus Value Analysis
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Value Analysis – Measure a consumer’s value for different attributes in a bundled product

Benefits:  An offering is multi-faceted, and we seek to understand what specific aspects of 
the offering the consumer values. Once we understand what specific parts of the offering the 
consumer values, we can offer the right combination.

Hypothetical Example:  A company is considering adding variants of their Natural Protein 
Bar. The product manager is debating the value of offering a larger protein bar and an 
organic bar, and is considering offering the two together. FastFocus Value analysis identifies 
the attribute values across bundles and price points.



Fast Focus Value Analysis: Scenarios
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Product Development: 
- Which attributes do consumers consider the most important?
- How much of each attribute is especially valued?

Distribution: 
- If we can only offer a limited number of products, what should be our final 

offerings to put on the shelf?
- What will be the effect of adding a new offering to our existing product line?

Advertising: 
- What is the value of our brand? 
- Which attributes should we emphasize?

Pricing: 
- How much would consumers pay to add a new feature?
- How much would consumers pay to improve a feature?
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Proper Use of FastFocus Value Analysis
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Ideal vs Survey:
- Ideally, we would prefer to run a live experiment comparing multiple options
- However, the time and costs often make live experiments infeasible
- FastFocus value analysis is a method to run the full value analysis within a survey 

environment that more closely adheres to the shopping experience compared to 
traditional surveys

- FastFocus value analysis is ideal when only a few “bundles” are under 
consideration. If one desires to assess dozens or hundreds of combinations in 
order to narrow down options, Conjoint or MaxDiff is preferred.

Traditional Surveys:
- Traditional value surveys can be lengthy and time consuming
- Each question is similar, and after many repeated questions we stop being able to 

capture first instincts
- Survey exhaustion can corrupt results, and abandonment may lead to biased 

results
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Value Analysis with FastFocus
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FastFocus Interface: 
- The FastFocus interface “swipe left/right” is intuitive and engaging
- The interface generates faster completion times
- The single round emphasizes “first impressions”
- FastFocus identifies the value for those most passionate about the product and 

are most likely to turn into promoters

Faster Completion Times Means:
- Lower abandonment, which translates into lower bias, increased accuracy, and 

lower costs to collect data
- Engaged respondents who are more likely to answer accurately, increasing 

reliability of results
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Reporting Value Analysis
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FastFocus Reporting: 
- Immediately interpretable results
- Metrics that allow deep dive analyses when needed
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Thanks!
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